Firewood Kilns
Firewood Processing

Nyle’s Unmatched Experience & Service

Nyle has built scores of heat treating kilns for
firewood. Nyle units are sold as turn-key systems
including chambers, or customers select just the
equipment they need for installation in customer
supplied chambers.

When you buy a kiln from Nyle, you are not only
buying the equipment but you are also buying the
support. Nyle has been designing and building kiln
systems for over four decades. Thousands of Nyle
Systems are used all around the world, drying all
sorts of lumber for use in every conceivable way.
In this process Nyle has developed a great deal of
knowledge in our field.

Nyle has developed a control system that is easy to
run, can adapt to the ever changing requirements
of heat treating lumber and is completely
expandable.

Our systems are designed and manufactured inhouse from our facility in Brewer, Maine. Every
system comes with service and support from the
professionals who build them.
Heating Options

Nyle’s Chambers & Flexibility
The chambers Nyle builds are rugged and built for
a long and efficient life. They are designed for fast
loading and unloading and have high insulation
values to reduce operating costs. The extra width
of these chambers also dramatically improves
airflow and shortens processing time.

Nyle offers several types of heating options.
Depending on your location, one may be better
suited for you than others. For example, costs for
electricity in your area might be lower compared to
the average, or your area might have more strict
regulations on emissions. This is why we offer
several types of heating
• Hot Water Heat
• Steam Heat
• Electric Heat
• Indirect Fired Gas Heat

If you have your own chamber, Nyle can provide
detailed plans. We have converted old milk
coolers, tractor trailers, shipping containers, rooms
in existing buildings and free standing structures
made of everything from wood frame to concrete
to steel and aluminum.
Nyle’s flexibility is unmatched. Whatever is best
suited to your specific operation can be provided
by Nyle and will be built to last right here in Brewer,
Maine.
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Firewood Kilns

Questions? Call the Nyle experts for straight answers!
Nyle Systems continues to be the largest manufacturer of lumber drying systems in North America.
Our dedicated sales and service representatives are committed to giving you the answers you need,
whether you are looking into a new unit or if you have been operating a Nyle kiln for years. So, call or
email us today and see what real customer service is all about.
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